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Reviews of the Edge of Danger (Super Nocturne) by
Rhyannon Byrd
Gosar
This was the second story of this series. I really liked the story but it was not as good as the first
one. I am not sure exactly why but I suppose it had to do with the way this one wound around the
plot. I enjoyed, for the most part, the story but I was just not as intrigued as I was with the first one!
Nidora
I enjoyed this book more than the first one. The love scenes were hot and sexy. However, Saige's
character seemed a bit stupid to me. I mean, how many times can you go running off by yourself
before you realize you probably shouldn't do that?!? Overall it was a great book and I'm looking
forward to reading the next in the series.
Olelifan
I loved this book, again I am amazed about how good this story was. I would highly recommended it
to anyone who loves paranormal love stories with a twist of sexual tidbit.

KiddenDan
I like Rhyannon Byrd and this book was another fascinating one to read. It also is completing my
collection of the series
The Rollers of Vildar
The book was exciting from start to finish. It's like a Harlequin love story meets Play girl. Sensual
and sweet with an edge
Of provocative and pornographic love making.
Fohuginn
This was an awesome paranormal book..can't wait to read the next...the only thing is I wish they did
not fight so hard against each othet
Antuiserum
I love all these books great story lines and great love story keep you wanting more must read if you
enjoy supernatural Romance
I loved this story. It was exciting, heart wrenching and romantic. I can not wait to read more of these
books!!
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